
Parent Questionnaire – Summer 2021

The following is a summary of the responses from parents. We had 163 replies and we are really grateful to all

parents who took the time to reply.

We are really pleased to see so many positive comments and support for what we are doing, we do take on board

suggestions, and those parents who have requested a reply will receive one this week. Please do continue to get in

touch if there are any issues which you want to raise.

Those who have volunteered to help with areas of the whole school planning will be contacted with more details in

the Autumn term.

Section 1 - Wellbeing

1. My child is happy at school

2. The school teaches my child to have an interest in, and respect for, different people’s faiths, feelings and

values.

3. The school provides an effective careers programme that offers advice, experience and contact with

employers.



4. The school values everyone equally and teaches pupils that difference is a positive, not a negative.

5. I know what support is available for my child’s emotional health (Mental Health in Schools Team).

6. I know how I can access appropriate support for my child’s emotional health.



7. My child feels safe and knows who to speak to if they are upset and unhappy at school.

8. The school teaches my child how to lead a healthy and active lifestyle and how to keep physically and

mentally healthy.

9. The school teaches my child to have an age-appropriate understanding of healthy relationships / healthy

relationships and sex education and staying safe.



Section 2: Behaviour

10. Behaviour is consistently well-managed by staff.

11. Bullying and discrimination is dealt with quickly, effectively and consistently.

12. The school has a positive, respectful culture in which my child is well cared for.



Section 3 - Attendance

13. What difficulties are there in ensuring your child gets to school on time?

70% of parents/carers who answered said their child had no difficulties getting their child to school on time.

20% reported that traffic was a problem and 7% reported that their child had additional needs such as mental

health / anxiety issues or special educational needs; the remaining answers (3%) related to parents setting off

to work before their child.

14. What difficulties are there in ensuring your child is gaining 100% attendance?

51% of parents/carers who answered said that they had no difficulties in ensuring their child gained 100%

attendance. 23% reported that Covid self-isolation had prevented them from attaining 100% attendance. 9%

said that general illness had an effect and the remaining 16% were prevented by appointments during the

school day, lack of motivation, other health problems or extra-curricular activities.

15. How can school and home work together to help in regards to attendance and punctuality?

49% of parents/carers who answered did not have any opinions or suggestions. 19% said communication

between home and school 9% said they were happy with how things work presently. The remaining

suggestions included rewards or sanctions, support for pupils and comments below.

● Don't reward attendance - often it is outside a child's control (eg illness).

● Don’t give them homework

● I'm not sure, perhaps encouraging them to recognise their personal responsibilities as they gain in

maturity.

● Encourage pupils to see the importance of being punctual and maintaining good attendance

● Electronic register - maybe .

● See if council can install a roundabout at the bottom on the hill on Burnley road

● Challenge the government of the ridiculous 10 day isolation rule.

● I’d say it’s down to the child and parents

● Let us know more if my daughter is late.

● I don't think there needs to be any help in regards to this, my child gets to school on time all the time

and if he does happen to be absent, it is for a valid reason such as an illness or appointments.

● It’s the parents/child responsibility so take action with repeat offenders

In response to these:

● The COVID rules change in September and we won’t need to ask close contacts to isolate.

● We are introducing measures to monitor attendance and have personalised meetings with pupils to discuss

absence in the new year, these should enable us to work closely with parents to support improved attendance

where needed.

● When pupils are missing or late we send a message home or make a call, this communication will improve in

September with the launch of a new app.



Section 4 – Curriculum

16. My child is prepared for the next stage of their learning.

17. My child knows what is expected of them at school.

18. My child is making good progress.

19. What can we do to improve the learning experience for your child?

34% of parents/carers said nothing could improve their child’s learning experience.  7% said more support and 4% felt

that more feedback would help. 6% said communication and 4% felt more homework. 5% felt improved behaviour

would improve their child’s learning experience.



Positive comments included:

● For the most part, especially in the core subjects, my child's learning experience is good.

● Just do what you’re doing

● I’m happy with what is in place

● Keep up the good work

● Not sure as she doesn't seem to have any problems

● Continue with the same support and consistency at present.

● I think you're doing a great job already

● I don't think there is anything else is needed - I will encourage my child as a parent to support the work of

staff in the school

● carry on as is.

● My son is enjoying his learning experience

● X enjoys every aspect of school

● I can’t think of anything, my child is happy and progressing well so I’m very pleased so far

● X is revelling in the challenge of High School - no changes needed at the moment

Answers related to the curriculum, learning, teaching or exams:

● Moving sets at an appropriate time rather than waiting for weeks.

● At the start of the year give a detailed list of topics to be covered over the course of the year.

● Keep pushing them

● Making sure work is purposeful, skill based, varied and different learning styles catered for.

● Spend more time making decisions re exam entry on an individual basis.

● Multi-sensory teaching. Less 'copying from the board.' Education on SEN; access to TAs in the classroom, Pen

Portrait to be read and incorporated into planning and delivery of lessons.

● More information on options available for GCSEs

● Make them more fun and interactive, more practical where possible,  not sitting listening to teacher talk all

the time

● More focused learning with particular attention towards curriculum in preparation for exams

● Provide more guidance for revision in some subjects

● More hands on learning

● Information for mock exams had been very last minute. More of a revision plan would have been helpful.

● Provide some information about homework completion.

● More practical work. More subject options

● Continue to push and extend learning

● More updates regarding child's progress on GCSE

● Spend time on what is missing in their learning

● More detailed revision guides & help with remembering for exams would also be helpful.

● X enjoyed The revision club on the Saturdays to prepare for mock exams.

In response to these:

● We are trialling mixed ability teaching in Year 7 from September, in the hope that issues about setting are less

significant.

● Set changes would usually happen at the end of each term, this has been less frequent due to lockdowns but

should be back on track in the new school year

● There are lists of topics and information about what is taught in each year group on our website under

curriculum.



● Interactive, practical lessons, with a variety of learning styles and experiences should be much easier to

arrange in the new school year when restrictions lift – we have been forced to keep desks facing forward with

teachers at the front all year which has limited our provision.

● Revision for exams and preparation for mocks, will all be a priority in the next year, as part of the recovery

from lockdowns. We are really mindful of the impact these have had on examination classes particularly. All

staff are prioritising planning to help pupils cope with missed time in school.

● We aim to have face to face parent meetings to support parents with options, study skills and general ways in

which you can help us to support your child’s learning. More about these in the new term.

Other ideas:

● More after school clubs for social well being

● Ensuring that those who can’t always have internet access, can access work through paper methods

● Stop having supply staff in all the time, there seems to be lots of changes with staff.

● Have more lunchtime clubs for extra learning ?

● No more isolation periods.

● It will be great when there can be subject-led school trips which might really engage their interest.

● Remove masks in school so children can communicate with their peers and teachers

● Not finish early on a Wed and instead make it time for children to complete any unfinished homework if all

homework is complete then they may go if not they must stay.

● More trips when possible again and extra curriculur clubs

● Longer hours to catch up

In response to these:

● We hope all our clubs and extra-curricular activities will be back up and running in the new term, once pupils

from different year groups can mix and we don’t need to maintain social distancing.

● There are already homework clubs and pupils can access the library to support homework.

● We have had more supply staff than usual this year, largely due to COVID related absence. Whenever a

member of teaching staff is absent for an extended period we endeavour to engage a subject specialist supply

teacher.

● Our early finish on a Wednesday is used to facilitate staff training and helps us to plan for and improve our

practice and the learning experience of pupils in school.

● We are really hopeful that there will be no further isolations or masks wearing in schools from September. We

have to follow government guidance on this however, so if we are told we need to reintroduce these, we will

have to follow the rules.

20. My child receives the right amount of homework



21. Do you think homework is an important part of your child's learning?

22. How can we help you help your child with their homework?

7% of responses felt their child did not get enough homework and 6% said that Homework clubs helped.

Other comments included:

● Make sure they do it and if not notify the parents

● Post it on line so that parents can see what should be being done and when their tests are.

● By communicating what they need to do clearly, answering queries in a timely manner.

● He manages his homework well.

● Give good feedback

● Good support already given

● Continue doing what is being done.

● Keep the support going as it is now. Inform parents if there’s an issue.

● Making contact with teachers easier

● More guided revision advice

● I think only homework in core subjects/ GCSE subjects should be given.

● Keep the support going as it is now. Inform parents if there’s an issue.

● I think everything is clear now it's on Google Classrooms

● Make it relevant-skills for life.

● By encouraging him to revise and to follow his homework timetable.

● Happy with homework set and that my child can contact teachers via google classroom

● google classroom updates introduced for covid are a blessing and should be kept going forward

● More explanation

● Less! Not so much and not any at holiday times

● Maybe offer more sites to go on

● Better communication between teachers/parents and more updates on progress.

● My child hates doing homework and it’s a battle

● To post all homework on google classroom so we can see what is needed to be done and when

● Remove it

● Help the parents understand the work better

● Maybe provide an overview of what areas/topics are being studied each term to give parents an idea

of the context of the curriculum?

● Have an app that parents can check

● He doesn't get much. I'm presuming this will get more as he gets older.

● My child manages his work well independently and we are always there to support and help if he

needs us.



● I feel that homework should be more research based to allow the children to complete ore learning

for the next lesson

● Either use the school planner book OR Google Classroom

● Options to have the homework online or printed on paper.

● Ensure it’s supported and manageable

● Weekly reporting on work complete and work expected in the week ahead

● Communication is good

In response to these:

● From September we are launching a new app to support communication with parents, which we hope will

improve access to teaching staff when homework issues occur.

● We try to get the amount of homework right, some parents think we set too much, some not enough, lots

think it is right. There is clearly no ideal solution, we do start with less in Year 7 and build up more as pupils

progress through school and get closer to exams.

● We will be keeping Google Classroom in the future and parents can look at this to see work set and

completed. This will be the only means of recording homework from September as we will not be using

planners in future.

● There are lists of topics and information about what is taught in each year group on our website under

curriculum.

● Revision for exams and preparation for mocks, will all be a priority in the next year, as part of the recovery

from lockdowns. We are really mindful of the impact these have had on examination classes particularly. All

staff are prioritising planning to help pupils cope with missed time in school.

Section 5 - Evaluating how we are doing

23. I know and understand the school’s vision.



24. The school’s ethos enables good learning and progress.

25. The school helps my child develop the skills to succeed in the future.

26. Communication from the school is effective and timely.


